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Abstract. A more powerful criterion of successful inductive inference is studied. This criterion 
considers the mference successful when the result is a program which computes the function to 
be inferred everywhere, except on a sparse (but infinite) subset of its domain. in previous work, 
sparse wzs taken to mean finite. Rciationships with previously defined criteria are examined. 
Royer [ 191 considered the same issu :s and independently obtained some of our results. 
L. and M. Blum first considered the inference of programs with some errors as 
perhaps being good enough in some situations [I]. The effect of calling an inference 
successful even when the final program may contain errors was studied in 
[4,5,7,&g, 14,15,203. The previously referenced works contain extensive motiva- 
tion for this line of research. The basic motivation is, tersely, as follows. Since few 
!arge programs are completely bug free anyway, we should investigate the effect of 
relaxing the criterion of suL;r211u.- e.e.______  _ __. -----f-ml infwfwm to incl!>dc 2s “.~.~rrect” SOme programs 
that only “approximately” compute the desired function. A result in [ 151 in conjunc- 
tion with a result from [20] indicates that inference of a program that has, say, n 
errors is subsumed by inference of an everywhere correct program with probability 
l/(n+I) (see [16]). 
In the above cited w( rk, approximately has meant ‘“correctly on all but finitely 
many inputs.” However, when a bug is found in a program, typically there is an 
associated class of inputs, ea.ch of which will cause the program to display errant 
avior. Consequently, we have investigated infcrcnce of pragrams -which qproxi- 
mate some desired function by computing that fu ion correctly on infinitely man 
arguments. Demanding that the program produ e inference process co 
putes the input function correctly “most” of the ractical inference 
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criterion. A parameter is used instead of “most” resulting in the study of inferring 
a program behaving correctly with a given probability. That is, the res 
successful inference is a deterministic program which produces the desired value 
with a given probability. Our results indicate that relaxing the criteria for a successful 
inference in this h&inn enhge; the class of functions which are identifiable. This 
suggests that more functions may be identifiable by inference machines that are 
judged according to fh., i- nevz, relaxed criteria. 
After defining some basic notation, some of the various criteria of successful 
inference will be reviewed. Then the new definition of the inference of approximak 
programs will be compared with previously studied classes. The new notion of the 
inference of approximate programs turns out to be very powerful. Tradeoffs between 
the probability of the inferred program behaving correctly and number of inference 
trials are examined. 
2. Notation 
Herein we will investigate the inference of programs, which we assume to come 
from ‘some acceptable programming system 1131. qo, cpl . . . denotes the arbitrary, 
but f&d, acceptable programming system used below. Qo, @, . . . is a Blum [2] 
complexity measure for (po, ‘pr . . . . f and g will denote recursive functions and rc/ 
partial recursive functions. N denotes the set of natural numbers, 9 denotes the 
positive rational numbers less than or equal to 1, and % denotes the set or recursive 
fun&~. Suppose R is a total relation on JK The density of R (denoted: d(R)) is 
1:- :...a? .-.,-A/r,& “I D/,\‘I\ /__I 11 
i ntAlJll\ 
. . 
Lllll 1111.$,~ uuu\,* < a J -a- 1). A hilziioii $5 is a s-iibsei i3f aiiothei; fiiiicttoi; 
t) (written rp G +k) if p(x) = $(x), for all x in the domain of 43. For recursive functions 
f and g we say that f is an n-variant of g (written: f =” g) iff the cardinality of the 
set {x If(x) Z g(x)) d n. f is a J&rite variant of g (written f =* g) iRf =” g, for some 
n. u and 7 will be used to denote ftnite functions. 6 denotes a particular enumeration 
of cr. if (+ c T and 6 is a prefix of ?, then we write G=s +. Do, DI . . . denotes an 
enumeration of the finite functions with canonical indices [IS]. By convention, 
Do=?. For a set S, card(S) denotes the cardinality of S. 
3. Criteria of successful inference 
An Inductive Inference Machine (IIM) is an algorithmic device, with no a priori 
time or space constraints, that takes as input the graph of a function from X to N 
an ordered pair at a time and while doing so outputs computer programs. There 
are several notions of what it means for an IIM to successfully infer a function $. 
Most are variations of the definition given in [12]. An IIM M EX identiJies a 
function + iff when IM is fed the graph of $, in any order, eventually outputs a 
progra uting an extension of aC, and never later outputs a di erent program. 
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We may ~upposl: without loss of generality, that if M converges to, say, program i 
on input from the graph of $f presented in some order, then Iw, on input from_ the 
graph of 41, converges to i, independently of the order of the input. [I]. RI converging 
to i on input from the graph of rlr is written !!!(+)$ i. !f ?& EX identifies QQ then we 
write + E EX(M). EX stands ror “explain,‘* a term consistent with the philosophical 
motivations for inductive inference, see [S]. EX denotes the class of identifiable 
sets, i.e. EX = {.Y’! (3M)[Y’c EX(M)]}. 
For the class EX (and other variants without prefixed class names defined below) 
it makes sense to consider the number of mind changes enroute to convergence. A
subscr’pt n OS! the class name indicates a success criterion where the IIM converges 
after no mo-e than n changes of conjecture. If n = * then the IIM is allowed finitely 
many mind changes. Consequently, EX = EX,. Mind changes have been used as a 
crude measure of the complexity of inference 1171. Although the number of mind 
changes is not an abstract measure of complexity for inductive inference [9], the 
time taken by most existing inference systems is a function of the number of mind 
changes enroute to convergence. 
Other classes are obtained by slightly varying the convergence criterion. If, when 
M is fed the graph of + as input, only finitely many distinct programs appear as 
output and every program which appears infinitely often as output computes an 
extension of q!~, then + E FEX(M). The class FEX is defined analogously. Similarly, 
the class QEX is defined based o I? 5 wzess criterion where only one of the finitely % ?; _ 
many programs appearing infinitely often as output need compute an extension of 
the input function. It is known that EX = FEX = OEX [S]. Further relaxation of the 
convergence criterion yields BC identifcuhm where the inference will be deemed 
successfui ti aimost ah of the programs output by the inference machine compute 
the input function. BC stands for behaviorly correct. 
Still more classes are obtained by judging programs computing an approximation 
of the input function to be “correct” in the sense of being close enough for practical 
purposes. Define (F, 0)EX” identijication to have the same convergence criterion 
as (F, 0)EX identification, but only demanding that the program “converged to” 
(in the appropriate sense) computes an n-variant of the input function. The classes 
(F, 0)EX” and BC” are defined analogously for n E Nu { *). The * case indicates 
that the program under consideration computes a finite variant of the function fed 
to the IIM as input. In [5] it is shown that (Vxc N) [EX” = FEX” = OEX”] and 
that EX” = FEX” c OFX*. EX* CT BC and the class OEX” is incomparable with 
for any n E N [5]. Of course, OEX* c BC* as the later class contains .%!. 
Harrington’s machine witnessing ,3 E BC” will o put less and less accurate programs 
as time goes on. Chen [6] showed that any II BC* identifying .?R will have the 
same property. 
Herein we study EX” identijcation where, for success, we demand con 
gram that agrees with the input function i~~~itely often. 
say to program i, and either the domain of + I 
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Note that by the above definition any IIM can EX” infer any finite function by 
merely converging. Intuitively, this is because for any finite function <+5 and any 
progmm i there are infinitely many x’s such that pi(x) is not inconsistent with &ix). 
An inconsistency arises only when qi (X)J f Q( x)J or when q-+(x) diverges and $(x)J. 
There is also a technical reason for explicitly making it easy for an 1IM to EX” 
infer any finite function. It is impossible for any program to mimic the output of a 
given finite function ori infinitely many argurr~**~ IYIICI;I. Mence, without the special clause 
for finite functions, 9 = {t+!~ 1 domain + is finite} would not be in EX”. Tlnis is 
undesirable since 9 is in the class EX and the notion of EX” inference is inter&d 
to be a strict germer&ation of EX inference. Without the special clause covering 
finite functions, the classes EX and EX” would be (artificially) incomparable. 
The interest in inductive inference has always been the infinite generalization 
from linitely much iiif0iiiZtiOiL The inference of finite functions was gefieiZl!y 
considered an innocuous side effect. Oblivious inference machines, which ignore 
their input and output a single predetermined program, will in fact EX infer any 
finite function which is a subfunction of the one computed by the predetermined 
program. One can guarantee the successful EX inference of finite functions by 
making sure that each program output by an IIM is consistent with the data seen 
so far. Wiehagen [2!] showed that inference by consistent IIMs was not as powerful 
as EX inference. 
A first observation about EX” inference was made by Riccardi (private communi- 
cation). 
Proposition 3.1. %! E EXF. 
Proof. Let (a, a) denote a pairing function with II, and & respective projection 
functions. Define +((x, y)) = cp,((x, yi). Choose e such that 9, = $. Since (Yx)(B”z) 
[n,(z) = x] and for each such z, q?(z) = cpx(z), an IIM which ignores its input and 
always outputs only e will EX” identify every recursive function. Cl 
In light of the above proposition, we must consider the inference of partial 
recursive functions to compare EX” to the other, previously studied, inference 
classes defined above. Not since the order independence result of L. and M. Blum 
[l] has the inference of partial, not total, recursive functions been undertaken. The 
new inference class, EX”, is compared with the other inference criteria discussed 
above in Section 4. 
The class EX” is an extreme notion of inference with anomalies. However, when 
the inference of partial recursive functions is considered, some of the more “prac- 
tical” criteria of successful inference (like OEX* and BC) prove to be incomparable 
with EX”. That is, there are classes of partial recursive functions which are iden- 
tifiable with respect to reasonable inference criteria but are not identifiable with 
respect to the admitted!y outrageous EX” criterion. 
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The class EX” can be restricted by demanding that, for success, the inferred 
program must not only compute the input function correctly on infinitely many 
arguments, itmust produce a certain density of correct values. The following criterion 
for successful inference was developed independently in [19] as an adaptation to 
the inference paradigm of a notion of Tennebaum (see [18, p. 1561). We say that, 
for any q E A?, for anyfc %,f~ EX”‘4 iff M(f)Ji for some i such that d((X( pi(x) = 
J”(x))) zz q. From another viewpoint, iff‘~ EX”‘q then there is a program i such that 
M(f)Ji and for any x, q+(x) -f(x) with probability q. The inference of programs 
with a particular density ‘of correctness is the subject of Section 5. 
For our results, we need only discuss the EX”‘Y inference of recursive functions. 
However, the EX”‘q inferribihty *,f the finite functions (and partial not total 
functions) is left unspecified by the above definition. For the sake of completeness, 
we extend the notion of EX”‘” inference tq admit partial functions even though 
the definition is unnecessary for our results. The issue here revolves around how to 
define the density of a partial relation. Consider the following two functions: 
f( )={ 
0 if xrOmod2, 
X 
undefined otherwise. 
g(x) = I 0 if x=OmodJ, undefined otherwise. 
Does g approximate f with density a since g is defined only on one out of every 
four arguments? The view of the authors is that g approximetes f correctly on half 
the elements in the domain off: Hence, if pi = g and M(f)ii, then intuitively we 
would like f~ EX m’0’s(M). Hence., we make the following definition. We say that, 
for any q E 22, for any f with infinite domain, SE EX”‘q iff M(f)&i for some i such 
that 
lim inf card({x s ,y I qi(x) =f(x))) 
~ q 
s-m > card({xsslxEdomainf}) * 
me EX”/4 - - - criterra of rdentifimg a program allows infinitely many errors, 
while the error density is bounded by a prespecified value. However, this way of 
bounding errors leads to some peculiarities. Consider the following example. Let 
C = IJnEA- [2” + n, 2n+‘). Consider the following function f: 
f=( 
0 if 3n such that x E 12” i n, 2”‘!), 
.l otherwise. 
Now consider a program p which computes the everywhere zero function. Clearly 
C = (xl y+(x) =f(x)} and d(C) = 1. Hence the program p is a good approximation 
to f in the EX”” sense. However there are arbitrarily large intervals in which the 
program p will disagree with J: So while p may provide a good globai approximation 
in the EX”” sense, locally it can be very bad. This otivates t otion 
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Let 9, denote the set of all intervals of length s o’er integers, and 1, an interval 
size S. Let AE ,v and 4 E 9. Then we say that the set A has uniform density q 
(denoted ud(A) 2 q) if 
!\r[liTFf card({x E 11 x E A})/s] 3 q. 
= I 
We say that, for any CJ E 9., f E EXcS’q’ ‘_ ttand only if there is an M such that M(f)j,i 
for some i with ud((x] vi(x) =f(x)}) a q. The uniform density classes are discussed 
in Section 6. The problem of inferring a program that approximates apartial function 
with a uniform density of correctness can be handled in ik same way as was done 
for the non-uniform notion of density. The noSon of uniform density was developed 
independently by Royer [ 19: 3 will turn out that infere‘rce with respect o uniform 
density of correctness behaves very similarly to inference with respect o (ordinary) 
density of correctness. 
Immediately from the definitions we have EX* c EX” E FEX” c OEX”. A portion 
of this hierarchy collapses. 
heorem 4.1. FEX” = OEX”. 
roof. By definition, FEX” E OEX”. Choose, M, an arbitrary IIM and let 
Y = OEX”(M). We construct below an IIM kf’, uniformly in A4, such that 
3’~ FEX”(M’). Define c(g, o, s) to be the cardinality of {(x, y) E rr] 4p,(x) d s and 
pp,(x) = y}. Intuitively, c(g, cr, s) is the number of points in the domain of u for 
which qg agrees with U, that can be found using s as a complexity bound. M’ 
executes the following steps in increasing natural order. 
Stey S. Request input. Let G be the input enumeration received so far. Form the 
guess et G = {M(f) 1 d< 6). Output the least g E G such that (Ve E G) [c(g, a, s) 2 
0, g, dl. 
End Step s. 
Choose $ E 9. Fix some enumeration of $ and let 6, denote the length ra prefix 
of ihat enumeration. Then G = {M(6,,) 1 n E JV} is finite and contains an t! such that 
(3”~ E domain, $) [p,(x) = +(x)1- For each g E G, ii’ (Z?x E domain tf?) [4pg(x) = 
$(x)3 then there is an n such that‘ 
(b) I?< G,,} (e is in the set of guesses output by M so far) and 
(ii) c(e, o-,,, n) acardinality of {x E (domain + n domain qc,) ]e(x) = q,(x); (cpp, 
agrees with the input more often that CJJ~). 
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Then, past step n, Ad’ never outputs g. ence, if M’ outputs a guess g infinitely 
often, then (3”~ E domain $) [$(x) = cp,(x)]. Therefore, rc( E FEX”( M’). Cl 
eorem 2. {+/I range Cc, is jinite and for infinitely many x E domain iG_) [q+,,, =* 
@]I fz is”. 
roof. Let Y = { 9 1 range 3/ is finite and (3”~ E domain Q+(x) = * @I}. Uniformly 
in an arbitrary IIM M, we construct a $ E 9 such that cannot EX” identify q5. 
By the recursion theorem, choose e such that Q~ = Ax[e]. Again by the recursion 
theorem, we construct programs e. and e, such that e, # e, and Q~, = Q,, (i.e. program 
e, is a-“paoded” version of program P& Q:,, is constructed in effective stages of 
finite extension below with range c{e, eG, e,). Let Q:,, denote the finite rmount of 
‘po, constructed prior to stage s, (pf.” = 8. xf denotes the tth least integer & domain Q:“. 
Stage s. Repeat the following two steps for t = 0, i, . . _ . 
§tep 1. Look for the least r such that 
(i) domain r=(xJlj< t}; 
(ii) range r c_ {e, e,, e,}; and 
(iii) M(Q&) # kf(Q&U T). 
The search for T is effective. If no suitable r is found for the current value of t, 
then do Step 2. If a qualifying 7 is found, set Q::’ = Q&U T u {(xf+, , eo)} and go to 
stage s+ 1. Then M is forced to change its conjecture as .hd(cp&) # M(Q~:‘). 
Step 2. Let p = Er((czJ, M’s current guess ori the segment of Q,, constructed so 
far. Look for the least j =G t such that @,,(xjs) s t. If no such j exists, then increment 
t and repeat Step 1. If a suitablej is found, choose i E (0, l} least such that Q~(x;) f ei, 
set, Q;;’ = Q& L’ ((x;, 6~~)) and go to stage s -!- I. Then !!4’s current conjecture p is 
wrong at another point. 
End Stage s. 
case 1. Domain ~~~ is finite. Then there is a stage s such that QeO =Q&. Define 
ccl(x) = 
Q,(X) if x E domain Q~, 
e otherwise. 
clearly, Cc, E 9. Let p = M(Q~“). By the failure of Step 1 to extend Q~ at stage s, 
M(#).J =p. Since Step 2 also failed to extend ‘pee at stage s, Q~ c Q:,. Hence, M 
cannot EX” identify +. 
case 2. Domain Qe, infinite. Since either e, or e, is placed in the range of “ps, 
infinitely s&m, Q~,, E 9. Suppose that M( Q,& s otherwise 4peor2 EX”( 
stage s !east such that ) [Q:+ T= Qe,,* is a large enough 
segment of Q% to force to converge. Then at and st stage s, ‘pea is extruded 
only by the execution of Step 2. Hence, (Vx E domain (Qe,,- Qh,,)) ]Q,(x)J P Q+,(x)]. 
Therefore, cannel E OcI identity QeO. fl 
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CoaolIary 4.3. OEX* - EX” # 0. 
__._: 
Proof. Let M be an IIlVI which, upon receipt of (x, y) as input, cou_aectures y. Then 
M OEX* identifies Y from Theorem 4.2. ii 
Corollary 4.4. FEX” - EX” # (4. 
hoof. Immediate by Theorems 4.2 and 4.1 and the fact that OEX* c OEX”. Cl 
Theorem 4.5. FEX” - (OEX” u EX”) # 0. 
Proof. Let Y J { fi 1 range I+U is finite and (3”~ E domain JI) (3”~ E domain 9) 
[qti(,,(yj = ly(yjj3. Since, 11~3 ! range C is 3nite and (3joox Edomain @) [cptiL(x) =* $1) c 
SP,YFZ EX” by Theorem 4.2. It suffices then to find, for each M, a J/ E Y- OEX*( M). 
Towards this goal, we construct a recursive function h such that qhcy) is the desired 
%#u .“aQ”...W ,I, cn---m-a value of y. Choose z such that cpZ = ;z.x[O). For each y, q+,(,,) is constructed 
in efiective stages of finite extension to have range E {O, z]. Let q’ficv, denote the 
finite amount of rp 1,(y) constructed prior to stage s, cp&,,, = 0. x: denotes the ath least 
integer e domain q&,,). The construction of qh(,,) below employs a quesle Q of 
conjectures made by M on input q+,(,,), fed one ordered pair at a time in increasing 
domain order. We must diagonalize against the programs in Q infinitely often. 
However, some of these programs may not compute functions with infinite domains. 
The parameter :’ inA;oat~c *&;rh finite subset of Q to ignore. .I.-.~....“” ..*&-“.a 111 
Stages in the construction of cpilc V) . Repeat the following two steps for t = 0, I,2 . . . . 
Step 1. Look for the least T such that 
(i) range 7 c (0, z}, and 
(ii) domain 7 = {x; lj~ t), and 
(iii) n/f(&+ 7) e {M(c) 1s (~sh~J. 
If no such r is found, proceed to Step 2. Otherwise, set cp&‘, = q&,,) u TV 
{(xS+*, 0), (xi+,, z)}, add M(u) to Q for all u such that y&,, c o E cp&‘, and go to 
stage s + 1. Then M is forced to output a conjecture different from any produced 
so far. 
Step 2. Remove all guesses g from the front of Q such that (3 n s s) [(n, g) E D,]. 
If Q is now empty, set pi&!, = <pslcv) u 1(x& O), (xf , z)), add M(v&) u KG, (31) and 
M((P&~)u {(xg, 0), (xi, z)}) to Q and go to stage s+ 1. Otherwise, let g be the guess 
at the front of Q. Look for the leastj s t swh that 4p,(xJ) d !. If no such .I’ is found. 
increment t and repeat Step 1. Assuming a suitable j is found, set d = 0 if q+(xJ) # 0 
and d = z otherwise. Set qifj, = cg&vt~ {(xi 9 d) ] k =sj} u ((XT+, , 0), (xJ+*, z)}, add 
M(U) to Q for all u such that (oitY) c CT G 4pifj). Remove g from the front of Q and 
go to stage s + 1. Then one of M’ s conjectures is made differem from qLihf,,) at another 
point. 
End Stage s. 
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Case 1. qhcO) is total. Then (3”x) [gh(Jx) =0] and (3%) [(P~&x) = 21. Hence, 
(Pi E 9. Suppose by way of contradiction that qDhto) E CSEX*(kJ). Choose stage s 
least such that (Vr) [~~~~j z 7~ ~h~o,+A4(~) E (IM(cr) 1 US (P&~,)], i.e. all the conjec- 
tures ever produced by M have appeared. Let g be a guess that occurs infinitely 
often when M is fed q:i;oi as input such that ;pg =* (Do. At, and past, stage s, qhto) 
is extended only by Step 2. Since g occurs infinitely often at ihe front of Q and 
IV-1 l-i, .-;‘? .3: F-2 - 67 
\ ” “PI et’*, 6 I L- -3 - ruJ¶ FfI(U) I” &* pg, a contradiction. 
Case 2. qhcO) =qico,. By the failure of Step 1 to extend qh(o) at s, (VT) [range TG 
{0, z) and qcl(o) E T 3 -M(T) E (M(a) 1 CT c spS& = G]. Choose y such that D,, = 
{(s, g)lg E G and domain sag is finite). Then cpico)c qh(y) can always be extended 
by executirg Step 2. Hence, qh(Y) E 9’. Suppose by way of contradiction that (P,,(,,) E 
OEX*(M). Then there is a g E G such that g is conjectured infinitely often by M 
on input from qoh(,,) and <ps =* (P,,(,,). But (Vn) [(n, g)a D,], so g appears at the 
front of Q at infinitely many stages s. Therefore, qg Z” ‘phtY). Cl 
Theorem 4.6. BC - EX” f 0. 
Proof. Let 9 = {+ 1 domain ti is infinite and (V”x E domain 4) [(p+, = $1). Y is BC 
identifiable by an IIM which, upon receipt of input (x, j) ou!puts y. For each A4 
we exhibit a rl, E Y such that k! cannot EX” identify I/J. Toward this goal, a monotone 
increasing recursive function h is constructed, uniformly in M, by the operator 
recursion theorem [3]. For some i, qh(j) will be the desired $. qua, is constructed 
identically to qh( 1j in effective stages of finite extension. Let qi(o) denote the finite 
amount of (gh(O) constructed prior to stage s, q&,, = 0. If qh(o, is successfully extended 
at stage s, then either JJ(q$)j -b ?- 1%f(qi(o)j ar d&(O) disers from q~(,,&,) on all points 
in domain (q$d, - 4&O)). lf not, then qh(s+Z) is an almost everywhere constant 
function, which, if fed to M as input, forces l& to always output the index of some 
finite function. Let XS denote the tth least number not in domain q&o). 
Stage s in the construction of qhca). Let e = .kf(q~8co,). Put (p&O) into the graph of 
<P~(~+z), which was previously empty. Repeat the following two steps for t = 1,2, . , . . 
Step 1. Look for a 2 d t such that 4p,(x:) s t. If there is no such z then go to Step 
2. Otherwise, choose y to be the least such z and choose j E (0, l} least such that 
cp,($) f h(j). Set P ShfOl) = (Pshfil) = Ipsh(O) u C(x::, h(j))} and go to stage s + 1. Then q~h(~) 
is made to differ from IWS current conjecture at another point. 
Step 2. Add {( xs, hfs + 2))) to the graph of <pk(s+21. Let u denote the finite amount 
of @,(s+z) already determined (including the ordered pair just added). If Am = e 
,* clitri k:cm;;i:t t and repeat Step 1. !f M(u) # e then set cp;‘;T& = q3i1:;) = 0 and let 
qhts+2)(x) - q,,(o)(x), for all x k? domain U. Then is forced to change its mind. GO 
to stage s+l. 
End Stage s. 
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Case 1. Domain q;r(oj is infinite. Then ph(o) E 9’. Suppose M(cp,&.J_e~ as otherwise 
bi;u?d not EX” identify (P,,(~). Choose the least stage s such rhat ( 
q$oJ = e]. Then, past and at stage s, all extensions to ph(o) are made 
ence, (Vx E domain( qh(OI -&&)) i%(x) f: (Ph(O)b)I- Therefore, cannot EX” 
identify (P,.,(~). 
Case 2. atof = 44~0,. Them Step 2 of stage s is repeated infinitely often. Con- 
sequently, (gh(s+z) e almost everywhere constant h 2) function. Therefore, 
&&,(s+2) E x Since S of stage s failed to extend (P&~, , G&J = e. 
By the 1 of stage s to extend 9ico,, p,(x)t for all x G domain 4~;~~). 
ence, On identify rgh(s+2). D 
Consequently, BC and EX” are incomparable. Some results from [S] are obtain- 
able as corollaries of tke results in this section. 
of correctness of the inferred 
In previous studies of inductive inference, the functions of finite support played 
a prominent role. Here we use functions that are zero on a set of density u, for 
some a E 9. Formally, for any a E 9, let S, = (f]f is recursive and 
lim infs_co card((x < s If(x) = O))/(s -I- 1) 2 a]. The following key technical lemma 
was proven in [NJ. 
ma 5.1. Suppose cr is a (0, 1) valued _finitefunctiorr ;nd n. b E 9 strch that a < 6. 
Then there does not exist a partial recursivefunction I& such that (Vf E S,) [f 2 c+ then 
dG if(x) = Hx)H 2 bl. 
The following thecrcm is a gelrzlalization of a result proved by 
Esseniialiy, the proof of his Theorem 3.6 is modified by adding an accounting of 
mind changes. 
Suppose a and b ure members of2 Then a < b+ S, E [ EX,“‘” - EXz’b]. 
5.3. (Vn E N)(Va E 9) [(EXO,,, - EX:‘“) #0-j. 
. The proof uses a derivative of the step functions of [5]. Choose an integer 
m such that I/m CU. Let r = l/m. Since EXT’” E EXZ”, it suffices to show that 
D-E (EX:+, - EXT”) f 01. First we present the n = 0 case. By the s-m-n theorem 
[l8] there is recursive function p such that 
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LetY={cp,~j&EN,O s i d m}. We define an order independent IIM I& as follows. 
I& on u initially outputs p(O,O). Then M,, searches for an s in domain(u) such 
that a(s) z 0. At the point (ifever) the least such s is found, %I0 outputs p(~(s), s + I ). 
Hence YFE EXY. Suppose by way of contradiction A4 is an TIM such that 9’~ 
EXF’“(M). We supp ose without loss of generality that M outputs at most one 
program on any input. Let G SC iiw smallest initial segment such that rangc(cj c {Oi 
and M on CT outputs some program q. Let s be the least number not in domain(o). 
Cleat& each of (PP(o,o)~ v,,(o.~+I). . . q,,(m,s+l~ extend cr. Hence M will output q on 
all the above functions. However it cannot be the case that (VJE 
9) lim inf,,, card({x~sIcp,(x).~~(x)})!(s+1)~ll/m. This completes the n=O 
case. The general case can be handled similarly by considering functions that jump 
at most n + 1 times, instead of at most once. q 
Theorem 5.4. (Vrz~Nu(*)) [EXzcEX’z”]. 
Proof. From the definitions, EXZ c EXZ”. To complete the proof we must show 
%-rrOCi/ 1 
cn, - EXZ # 0. We present the proof for the n = 0 case only. For each s, define 
fs(x) = 
( 
1 if (x > s) and (.c is a power of 2), 
0 otherwise. 
Let Y= {fs 1 s EN}. Let M be an IIM. We suppose without loss of generality the 
machine M outputs at most one program on any input. Let G be the smallest initial 
segment such that range(o) G (0) and M on u outputs some program q. Let s be 
the ieast number not in domain(a). Both fV and the constant zero function extend 
cr. So M(f%)J, = M(hx[O])J. = q. Hence ~09 cannot be a finite variant of both fc and 
the constant zero function. The set (xix is a power of 2) is a set of measure zero 
(i.e. density zero). Hence Yr EX:“. This completes the n = 0 case. The general 
case for n EN can be handled similarly by stepping up rj times and then making 
thef’s non-zero only on a set of measure zero. A slightly more compircated argument 
is needed for the n = * case. Cl 
Corollary 5.5. (Vr E 9) [a s b+EXE c EXF”]. 
roof. Immediate from the previous theorem. Cl 
The previous results of this section culminate in the following characterization 
of the tradeoffs betwee density and mind changes. be formula is identical, save 
the quantification on a and b, with the tradeoff formula for anomalies and mind 
changes [ 51. 
core n, m E #)(VQ, b E 9) [EXT’a~ EXzlha(n d m and a 2 
. (+): Suppose by way of contradiction n > m or do < 
Theorem 5.3, EXE -EXr!: i0. Since EXzc EXT’“, it fol 
EXT!f f $3 for all G aiid b. Since n - 1 ? ~8, we 
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the hypothesis. If CFI < b then EXT“’ -EXTIb # 0. However, EXF’” c EXZ’” and 
EX;Ib c EX;Ib. It follows that EXZ’” - EXiIb # 0, contradicting the hypothesis. 
(t j: Immediate from the definition of density. Cl 
6. Uniform density of correstnem of the inferred program 
As noted in the section on inference criteria (Section 3), it is possible for some 
inference machine to EX”‘” infer some function f by converging to a program, say 
i, such that there are arbitrarily large segments of disagreement between f and vi. 
This possibility is eliminated by further restricting the notion of EX” inference to 
demand (for identification) that the inference process produce a program which is 
correct with a certain uniform density. In this section we show that the further 
ostensibly minor restriction yields classes which on the one hand behave similarly 
to the density classes of the previous section and on the other hand, have an intricate 
relationship with them. Precisely the same tradeoff displayed in Theorem 5.6 will 
be exhibited for the uniform density inference classes, hence the similarity. The 
inricate nature of the relationships stems from our first result in this section which 
shows that even the smallest density class is not completely subsumed by any uniform 
density class. The proof of Theorem 4.8a from [ 191, can be modified to account for 
the number of mind changes. Doing so, results in the following. 
Theorem 6.1. (Vu E 2) [EXF” - EXLm’“’ f 01. 
The above theorem is sufficient to show that ah the density classes 
supersets of their corresponding uniform density class. 
are proper 
roof. Prom the previous theorem and the definitions of density and uniform density, 
the result follows. tI 
Next we establish the interelationships between the density classes and the uniform 
density classes. The following lemma is needed for these results. 
a 6.3. Let a > 0. There does not exist a partic;! recursive function [ IJ such that 
(Vj E X) d({xl $(x) =j}) a a]. 
roof. Assume the contrary, and let n be a integer such that n > [l/a ]. Now 
b I Iclbd = j JK Therefore d(UJ’~,(x~t,b(x)=j})~l. Let Aj={xI+(x)=j}. 
Clearly, for i fj, n Aj = fj. iIernce 
,~plW==jl d({xJ $(x) = j}) 3 na > 1. 
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This contradicts the existence of t,k Cl 
The fol!owing result is another adaptation of a result from [ 191 accounting for 
changes of conjecture by the inductive inference machine. This time we moo;fy 
Theorem 4.8~ of [19]. 
heorem 6.5. (Vn E N)(va E 2) [I%:+, - EX\m’“l # fl]. 
roof. By Theorem 5.3, [EXz+l - EX>‘” #0]. But by Corollary 6.2, EX\a’“lc 
EXZ’” . The result follows. Cl 
Using the theorems proved in this section so far, we can obtain the following 
theorem. This characterizes how the uniform density classes and density c!asses 
compare. 
Theorem 6.6. (Vm, n E N)(ita, b E 2) [EXiz’O1 c EXzib] $ and ody if a b b and 
n 2 m. 
Pro& (e): Immediate from the definition of density and uniform density. 
(+): We prove the contrapositive. Suppose by way of contradiction a < b or 
m > n. 
Case 1. a < b. By Theorem 6.4, EXtP”‘“] - EXZ” # 0. However, EXbm’“’ c EXLY’“’ 
and EXzIb c EXF”. Hence EX[,“‘“‘- EXTfb # 0, a contradiction. 
Case 2. n < m. Since n < I?;, m - 1 2 n. From Theorem 6.5, EXL - EXZ’” # 0. From 
the definitions, EXL c EX[,“‘“‘. Heme, it f~!!wts that ~YIO”‘“‘- EXF” f 0, a U’krn 
contradiction. q 
A result similar to the following without mention of mind changes was obtained 
independently in [ 191. 
Theorem 6.7. (Va E Nu { *)) [EXZ c EX[,““l]. 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 5.4. Cl 
Corollary 6.8. (VIE 2) [a d b*EXz c EXiP”“]]. 
Proof. Immediate from the previous theorem. Cl 
core . (Vn, m E N)(VQ, b E $2) [EX[,“‘“] E EX[,“‘ble(m Q n and a 3 b)]. 
(c%): Immediate from the definiti 
(*): We prove the contrapositive. S 
Q ( &. 
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Case 1. M > n. By Tlxorem 6.5 and definitions, EX: -EXpfj # 8. Sobever, 
EXL c EX[,“‘“] by Thecxcm 5.7 and definitions. Since M - 12 n, we have E 
EXi”lbl # @, a contradiction. 
iase 2. Q < b. By Theorem 6.4, EX bW’o/al - EXI,““’ # 0. However from the 
definitions, EXhW’“‘c EX[,“‘“’ and EX[,“lblc EXLW”Ibl. It follows that EX[,“‘“‘- 
EX\W’bl # 8, a contradiction. 17 
The relationships between t,., km density classes and the uniform density classes are 
depicted in Fig. 1. Essentially, for any two classes, either one is contained in tb, 
other trivially by definition or they are incomparable. 
U 
[Wbl 
EXd 
Fig. 1. A portion of the relationships between the density classes and the uniform density classes for 
a d 6 E 9 and c 6 d E N. All the inclusions become proper when a c b and c < d. The absence of a line 
indicates an incomparability. 
in this section the densiiy biassed an3 urGuuim density ciasses are compared with 
the BC classes studied in [5]. First we prove some technical lemmas. 
~7.1. LetAch: (V~EN) [B=Au{x,,...,x,}=M(A)=d(B)]. 
Let n > 0, let B = A u {x, . . . , x,,) where Xi E JK Clearly d(A) s d(B). NOW 
we ~111 show that (6(A) 2 d( ). Let & > 0 be given, Now by the definition of density 
there is an sl such that 
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Choose s2 such that n/s2 < ~/2. Let so = max{s,, SJ and s 2 s,,. Then 
card((xssjxE B))/(s+l) 
~crarnl(ix~sIxEA))/(s+1) 
+card({xasIxE(xr,...,x,}})/(s+l) 
=card({xQs[xEA})/(s+l)+n/(s+l). 
Hence, again Vs Z so, 
-.-8-A Ii-F-1 &AU” tA--Jl. c x~A})/(s+l)acard({xQs]xEE~)!(~+l)-E/2 
>d(Pi)-42-42. 
Consequently, for any E, d(B) - E < d(A). Herrce d(A) 3 d(B). Cl 
Lemma 7.2. Let a F 9. Choose m E N such that l/m < a. Let f, , f2, . . . , f, be distinct 
constant functions. Then there does not exist a partial recursive function t,b such that 
d({xj +4(x) =5(x)}) B a for all i = 1,. . . , m. 
Proof. Choose fi, f2,. . . , fm distinct constant functions. Suppose by way of contra- 
diction there exists a $ such that d({x] 4(x) =f(x)}) B a for i = 1,. . . , m. Let 
Si=(Xlrc/(X)=fi’(X)} for i=l,..., m. Clearly if i #j then Si n Sj =B. Now by 
the definition of density, d (SO) + - - * + d (S,,,) d d(S,,u - - - u S,). However, 
d&u - - - uS,)Gl, and d(S,)aa for i=l,...,m. Hence, masd(S,)+ ... + 
d(S,,,) s d(S,u - - - u S,.,,) s 1. By the choice of m, ma > 1. Hence, 1 < 1, a contra- 
diction. 0 
Csroolllary 7.3. Let a E Q9 choose m E N such that l/m < a and for each i, 1 d i d n, 
theA are distinct constant functions. Suppose gi =* f for all i then, there does not exist 
a partial recursive function $ such that d( fx ] $(x) = g;(x))) 2 a for sll i = 1, . . . ‘1 m. 
roof. Suppose by way of contradiction there exists a I,!J. Then by Lemma 7.1, 
d((x 1 G(x) =-J(x)}) > a for all i = 1, . . . 9 m. This contradicts Lemma 7.2. Cl 
The following reswlt was obtained independently by Royer [19]. We refer the 
reader to his Theorem 3.13 for the proof. 
. (Va E 9 J [BC - EXT’” # S]. 
roof. By the definitions of density and uniform density EXL=‘“‘c EXF”. Hence 
the result follows. 0 
The technique used in the above theorem can also be use 
proof of a result fro 
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CorolIary 7.6. BC .- EX$ # 8. 
roof. From definitions EX$ c: EXz’* . Hence the result follows. Cl 
eorem 7.7. (Va E N) [EXL”” - BC” Z 81. 
roof. Let S = {f]f is recursive and ud({x If(x) = 0)) = 1). Clearly SE EX$m’“l, since 
any M which outputs a program for the constant zero function will EXim”I identify 
every fe S. Choose any n --- > 1 and a E JK It remains to show that S @ BC”. Let A4 be 
any IIM. We will exhibit a function JE (S - BC”(A4)). We will construct programs 
e. and e, such that either e, or e, will compute a finite variant of the desired f: Let 
(Pi, be the constant zero function. The following construction uses techniques imilar 
to the ones use in the proof of Theorem 3.6 of [20]. 
Begirz program e,. On input x successively execute the stages s B 0 below until (if 
ever) q,(x) is defined. apse, denotes the finite initial segment of (pe, determined prior 
to stage s. Set (0:” = 8. (ri denotes cp:, .
Stage s. Search for distinct natural numbers x0, . . . , x, and finite initial segments 
7 ar?d p such that U:C 7~ p and (Vj 5 a) [Xi E domain(p - 7) and qMtT)(Xj) converges 
zP(xj)l* 
If a suitable x0, . . . , xa, T and p are found, set cp”,,” = ~o”,u{(xo, p(xo)), 
(x1, P(X*)), *. . , (x,, P(X, ))I u 1(x, 0) lx c {domain(p - cp&) -{x0, . . . , GH) LJ 
{(x, 0) lmax domain(p) s x s max domain(p) + s2}. (xG, . _ . , x, are the only possible 
places at which ~~~‘-~~0 could be non-zero. We make sure the function peO will 
belong to S by extending the range of &’ with enough zeros.) 
End stage s. 
End program e,. 
Case 1. Suppose ‘peD is total. Let f be (pe,. By the construction, f~ S. At every 
stage .r, another r is found such that r~f and 4p Mcrj is not an rr-varimi of f: 
Therefore, fg BC”(A4). 
Case 2. Suppose pe, is not total. Choose the least stage s such that 50,~ = q& and 
setf=a~u{(x,~,,(x)))x~domain(a~)}. Sincej=* cp,,, by Lemma 7.1,f~S. For 
all 7 ZJ Us), p&f(Tj is defined on at most a arguments g domain( r - a:), as otherwise 
a suitable X0,X1,..., x,, p and a 7 would be found in stage s in the construction 
of qpe, and 4pe, would properly extend &. Since f3 ai, M on input f outputs a 
program for a finite PJnction. Therefore, fe BC”(M). 0 
. (Vq E 9 )(Va E JT) [ EXT” - BC” f (d]. 
roof. Follows from Theorem 7.7 and the definitions of density and unifor-m 
density. Cl 
From the above results we can conclude that each oft 
to each of the &ns~q classes and each of t 
C class is incomparable 
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8. Conclusions 
The new inference class EX” was shown to be one of the largest of the explanatory 
classes, even though its precise position in the structure of identifiable classes is 
still an open probEem. The class EX” was pruned to the point of practicality by 
considering density. The basic result of this paper is that decreasing density leads 
to larger classes of identifiable sets of functions and that this generality is incompar- 
able with the generalities gained by increasing (or decreasing} other parameters in 
the success criterion. The same situation results when considering mind changes 
[5-j, anomalies [S], multiple machines [S, 201, and probability [ 151. 
Probabili4c inference has been studied in [IO, 11,115,16,225. The inference 
strategies tudied above are deterministic, as are the programs produced as a Fesult 
of the inference process. HoWever, there is a notion simiiar to probability embodied 
in the notions discussed above. Suppose a function f is EX”‘” identifiable for some 
a E 9 by an IIM M. If M(f)&p then q, is a reasonable approximation to f in that, 
for an x chosen at random, one can expect sop(x) =f(x) with probability a. 
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